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From a  New York Times bestselling author comes the mind-blowing conclusion of The Last

Humans trilogyWhat does it mean to be human? What does it mean to be real?I thought we were

out of danger. I thought weâ€™d outwitted our enemies. I was wrong.As my world is torn apart,

survival may not be what I expected.
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I received an ARC of this story in exchange for an honest review.Haven is the 3rd and final story of

the last human trilogy. It starts off where Limbo left off, the day after Birth Day. Theo and Phoe's

story starts off with one of many fierce battles that kept my heart pounding throughout the book.

Haven kept up a level of excitement and mystery with non stop action that I have not gotten from a

book in a while. The twists and turns and enemies they encounter is staggering. The sights and

sounds and unreality of this world was so truly refreshing and addicting as I now wish I could

continue to live in this fantasy. Haven, takes a closer look at what makes the main characters who



they are. We learn about both Theo and Phoe, on a much deeper level in this book as the romance

and trust between them continues to evolve. While experiencing this journey with them, I kept

wondering what type of ending could possibly do them justice, I didn't think I could be happy with

any ending for them actually. I was wrong, as this ending was absolutely perfect for the story line

and the for the couple Theo and Phoe became. I was so I awe of the way the ending came together,

that I read the last two chapters three times. I love it so much! I immediately told my friends and

family about this story because it left me with such a book-high! I will truly miss the smart pixy and

the inquisitive boy that helps her find herself while both getting something much better and truly

unexpected as well. The book was written and executed so well, that I literally don't want to read

anything else for a while, I just want to stay in my world of Haven, and you will to. This series is top

notch and 5 Stars on its worst day. This is a 10 star book, best seller, award winner for sure.

Wonderfully done by a great husband and wife team!

I'm a huge fan of Dima & Anna Zales. Their imagination of Sci'Fy/Fantasy has me hooked. I think

it's the blending of human relationships intertwined with just about any possible scenario dealing

with alternative realties. Oasis is the latest in a long list of adventures I think anyone who has the

imagination to dream will enjoy. I'm ready for the film industry to take notice!

I must admit I'm disappointed this story is over, I usually feel that way though, so it must be my love

of books that douses me with sadness anytime I finish a series. Theo's persona is perfect, he is

portrayed just like you might expect a pretty innocent 24 year old to act. Love love love

What an awesome book and awesome ending to this series. Wow, this is excellent. This was a new

genre to me and while reading first two books, I wasn't sure how I felt about it. I did enjoy them, I

love the storyline and it kept me interested to see what will happened on the end, but I thought it

was maybe little slow. Everything was described into so many details, you could totally feel like you

are there while reading, but because of so much detail (to me personally) it made me feel like books

were slow. However this third book was awesome. Everything was happening faster in the third

book and then we got answers to all the questions in the second half. Some stuff was so amazing

that my mind couldn't even imagine anything like that. This opened up whole new world to me

where I can fantasize now. I enjoyed the book a lot.Ending was perfect, very futuristic and

imaginary, but perfect!This was a first set of books that I have read from Dima Zales and I will

definitely check out all his other books!!!I am recommending this series! It is fun and very interesting



read. I also think younger crowd would enjoy the book a lot as it has a lot of gaming parts, artificial

intelligence, virtual worlds etc.Oh and did I mention that I absolutely love covers on these books!

Super cool!Go ahead, check it out. You will enjoy this book.

I loved the emotions this book provoked. I felt frustration wth the narrow minded forebears. I was

angry at the manipulations of those first humans when they destroyed their AI who might have

helped them avoid the disasters waiting for them along the way. I was fascinated by Earth's

changes, but I was overjoyed at the possibilities Theo and Phoe chose. Well done and thank you.

One of my favorite things about reading trilogies is getting to see where somebody else will take the

basic story presented in the first book, compared to where MY mind takes it. Sometimes I'm very

good at predicting where a series will go, and other times the author surprises me (which I love!).

Few authors stray as far from what I anticipate at the beginning of a series as Dima. Once I'm into

the story I can figure out a lot of what's coming in the short term, but as far as long-term story stuff,

I'd have a really hard time jumping from the first chapter of book one to the last chapter of book

three without Dima guiding me. (I don't know how anyone else feels about things like this, but I

LOVE it.) :)Disclaimer: I received this book for free in exchange for my honest review.

This series was well written, complete, thoughtful and thought provoking. I found it very interesting

and provided twists unexpected. The singularity and what humans and the solar system evolved

into were unlike any other story I've read. Would like more of that. Lots of Matrix type themes and

virtual reality. I enjoyed this series.
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